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Abstract

Beef-in-sauce catering meals under blast-cooling have been investigated in a research project which
aims at quantitative HACCP (hazard analysis critical control point). In view of its prospective coupling
to a predictive microbiology model proposed in the project, zero-order spatial dependence has proved
to suitably predict meal temperatures in response to temperature variations in the cooling air. This
approach has modelled heat transfer rates via the a priori unknown convective coefficient hc which is
allowed to vary due to uncertainty and variability in the actual modus operandi of the chosen case study
hospital kitchen. Implemented in MS Excel®, the numerical procedure has successfully combined the
4th order Runge-Kutta method, to solve the governing equation, with non-linear optimization, via the
built-in Solver, to determine the coefficient hc. In this work, the coefficient hc was assessed for 119
distinct recently-cooked meal samples whose temperature-time profiles were recorded in situ after 17
technical visits to the hospital kitchen over a year. The average value and standard deviation results
were hc = 12.0 ± 4.1 W m−2 K−1, whilst the lowest values (associated with the worst cooling scenarios)
were about hc ≈ 6.0 W m−2 K−1.
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Abbreviations and nomenclature

HACCP hazard analysis critical control point
TM-0 thermal model of zero-order dependence on spatial coordinates
TM-1 thermal model of first-order dependence on spatial coordinates

Latin symbols
A area for heat transfer from meal to air (m2)
Bi Biot number (dimensionless)
c specific heat capacity of meals (J kg−1 K−1)
Dh hydraulic diameter (m)
hc convective heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
L shelf level in the supporting trolley (dimensionless)
I 1/2 half-length separating meal core from horizontal (i.e., top or bottom) edges (m)
m mass of meals in food containers (kg)
N laid number of standardized containers laid in the supporting trolley (dimensionless)
NuD Nusselt number based on hydraulic diameter (dimensionless)
Pr Prandtl number (dimensionless)

Q̇ heat transfer rate (W)
ReD Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter (dimensionless)
T temperature (K or ◦C)
t time (s)
vfluid reference velocity of cooling air flow (m s−1)

Greek symbols
β lumped parameter (s−1)
λ thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
υ kinematic viscosity (m2 s−1)
ρ density (kg m−3)

Subscripts and superscripts
air cooling air flowing around a given food container
final shut-down of blast-cooling operation (final instant)
food beef-in-sauce catering meal in a food container at a given position in the trolley
inf below the food container (bottom)
init start-up of blast-cooling operation (initial condition)
meat meat portion of the catering meal
num numerical meal temperature
rec recorded meal temperature
sauce sauce portion of the catering meal
sup above the food container (top)

1 Introduction

In food service operations, cooling frequently
raises concerns about Clostridium perfringens
outbreaks (Steele & Wright, 2001; Juneja &
Marks, 2002; Kalinowski, Tompkin, Bodnaruk,
& Pruett, 2003; de Jong, Beumer, & Zwi-

etering, 2005). In order to prevent such
risks, public health authorities have set spe-
cific time-temperature combinations which are
achievable via blast-cooling equipment (Doyle,
2002; Crouch & Golden, 2005). Yet, other
combinations can be approved if operators are
able to demonstrate that appropriate levels of
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food safety are ensured. Accordingly, mod-
elling and simulation are helpful for risk analysis
as well as useful for process improvement and
re-engineering (Bellara, McFarlane, Thomas, &
Fryer, 2000; Huang, 2003; Amezquita, Weller,
Wang, Thippareddi, & Burson, 2005; Almonacid,
Simpson, & Teixeira, 2007).
Following such a rationale, a research project on
quantitative risk-based HACCP (hazard analy-
sis critical control point), named Quant’HACCP
Project, has proposed to model food chain pro-
cesses on a modular basis, combining predictive
microbiology and physical phenomena. Cold-
chain catering performed at a hospital kitchen
was chosen as the case study and the present
work focused on beef-in-sauce meals undergoing
blast cooling.
As part of the aforesaid project, two dynamic
thermal models were tested to predict meal
temperatures in response to temperature varia-
tions in the cooling air (Rabi, Trezzani-Harbelot,
Morelli, & Guilpart, 2012). While both mod-
els relied on a convective coefficient hc to assess
heat transfer between hot meals in containers
and the cooling air flowing around them, they dif-
fered from each other with respect to the spatial
dependence of temperatures. In the zero-order
model, referred to as TM-0, temperatures could
only depend on time t whereas one-dimensional
variation was additionally allowed in the first-
order model (TM-1).
In view of its prospective coupling to a predictive
microbiology model proposed in another part of
the Quant’HACCP project (Jaloustre, Cornu,
Morelli, Noel, & Delignette-Muller, 2011), TM-
0 was a suitable choice that could be imple-
mented in MS Excel® (Rabi et al., 2012). As
claimed in Corradini, Amezquita, Normand, and
Peleg (2006), MS Excel® is a general-purpose
software, finding widespread use among indus-
trial food microbiologists, when compared to
relatively advanced mathematical software like
Mathematica®, MathCAD® or Maple®.
In TM-0 (and also in TM-1), coefficient hc is
a priori unknown and allowed to vary due to
uncertainty and variability in the usual (non-
academic) modus operandi of the kitchen. Coef-
ficient hc is obtained by best-fitting the numeri-
cal meal temperature against the profile recorded
in loco along with the temperature-time profile

of the cooling air flowing nearby (Rabi et al.,
2012). After 17 technical visits to the kitchen
over a year, it was possible to apply the numeri-
cal procedure to 119 meal samples and this work
presents and discusses the average and lowest val-
ues of those best-fitting coefficients hc.

2 Blast-Cooling Operation as
Case Study

This section briefly describes the blast-cooling
operation habitually carried out at the hospital
kitchen taken as the case study. It was arbitrarily
chosen from a list of Parisian hospitals perform-
ing cold-chain catering at their central kitchens.
Filled up with recently-cooked beef-in-sauce
meals, food containers are top-sealed with plas-
tic film and laid in a trolley with 20 shelves, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). For identification purposes,
shelves were numbered upwards from L = 1 (bot-
tom) to L = 20 (top). As Figure 1(b) shows, the
trolley is placed in a blast-cooling cell, so that
a given container is further identified as “front”
or “back” whether it is near or opposite the cell
door, respectively.
Air currents are induced by four fans vertically
lined up in one side of the cell, as shown in Fig.
1(c), so that trolley sides are referred to as “fan”
or “wall”. As described in (Rabi et al., 2012),
warm air is aspired to an evaporator behind the
fans while chilled air is blown back to the cell in-
terior through two narrow vertical openings, one
at each side of the fans from floor to ceiling.
With standard dimensions (CEN, 1993), two
sizes of equal-height rectangular containers were
used, namely “1/1” (dimensions in mm: 530 ×
325 × 65) and “1/2” (dimensions in mm: 265 ×
325 × 65). On each trolley shelf, one may place
up to 2 containers “1/1” or 4 containers “1/2”.
Each container “1/2” counts as 0.5 in the number
N laid of containers laid in the trolley and N laid

was noted to vary from one blast-cooling opera-
tion to another.
As the idea was to let food operators pursue
their customary (and, by the way, speedy) proce-
dure, no suggestions were given about containers’
placement. In other words, no pre-defined pat-
tern was followed so that containers were laid at
random in the trolley. A pictorial sketch was pro-
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a) b) c)

Figure 1: Blast-cooling operation at the hospital kitchen: (a) meal containers randomly laid in the
supporting trolley, (b) supporting trolley inside the blast-cooling cell, and (c) vertical line of fans inside
the blast-cooling cell

Figure 2: Pictorial sketch of the arrangement related to a hypothetical trolley load of N laid = 4.5
containers
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a) b) c)

Figure 3: (a) Placement of temperature recorders in meat pieces and (b) their identification with a soft
net; (c) placement and identification of recorders for sauce temperature measurements

posed to represent the arrangement in the trolley,
which is shown in Fig. 2 for an invented load of
N laid = 3×1 + 3×0.5 = 4.5 containers. In this
illustrative example, containers placed at 5th and
18th shelf levels are identified as L-05 front and
L-18 back, respectively.
Over the investigation period, three types of
beef-in-sauce meals were prepared, namely:
“bœuf bourguignon”, “bœuf mironton” and
“goulash”. Temperatures were measured
through Proges-Plus small disc-shape recorders
(diameter = 20 mm, height = 6 mm) and
temperature-time profiles were recovered from
disc memory via Thermotrack hardware and soft-
ware.
Recorders were placed in meat pieces at simmer
start, Fig. 3(a), and those pieces were wrapped
by a soft net for recognition, Fig. 3(b). For
sauce temperature measurements, recorders were
supported by a small plaque and wrapped by a
soft net as well, Fig. 3(c). After containers were
filled up with recently-cooked meals, those identi-
fiable meat and sauce temperature recorders were
placed at the container geometric centre, which
tends to be the hottest point throughout the pro-
cess. It is worth noting that not all containers
had recorders therein. For air temperature mea-
surements, recorders were placed during the very
short time gap between containers’ top-sealing
with plastic film and their placement in the trol-
ley.

3 Dynamic Thermal Model with
Zero-Order Spatial Dependence
(TM-0)

Seeking a compromise between application ver-
satility and realistic description, a dynamic zero-
order model (TM-0) was proposed in Rabi et al.
(2012) for the blast-cooling operation described
in the previous section. It relies on lumped-
parameter analysis (Özışık, 1985) so that tem-
peratures may vary with time t only, i.e., no spa-
tial dependence is allowed. This thermal model
is briefly presented here for quick reference.
Let mfood and cfood be the mass and specific
heat capacity of a catering meal within a con-
tainer at a given position in the trolley. By sup-
posing that mfood and cfood remain constant, an
energy balance yields:

d(mfoodcfoodTnum)

dt
= −Q̇food→air

⇒ mfoodcfood
dTnum
dt

= −(Q̇food→air,inf − Q̇food→air,sup)

(1)

where Tnum = Tnum(t) is the meal temperature-
time profile to be numerically assessed where as
Q̇food→air,sup and Q̇food→air,inf are heat transfer
rates to cooling air flowing above and below the
container. Equation (1) assumes that (i) heat
is predominantly transferred across the bottom
and top horizontal surfaces of the container (of
equal areas Ainf = Asup = A) and (ii) temper-
ature Tnum refers to the meal as a whole (i.e.,
zero-order model with respect to spatial depen-
dence).
In view of air flows induced in the blast-cooling
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cell, meals were assumed to ultimately lose
heat by forced convection, whose comprehen-
sive modelling is complex due to mutual in-
terference between velocity and temperature in
the fluidfluid (Kays & Crawford, 1993). Yet,
computational fluid dynamics (Norton & Da-
Wen, 2007) was considered beyond the mod-
elling compromise and development strategy of
Quant’HACCP Project so that heat transfer
rates were linearized via a convective coefficient
hc.
No distinction was made between convective co-
efficients at top and bottom surfaces and, thus,
the same value hc,inf = hc,sup = hc was assumed
for a given container (Rabi et al., 2012). Still, co-
efficient hc was allowed to vary not only from one
container to another in the trolley but also from
one blast-cooling operation to another.
It is worth recalling that lumped-parameter anal-
ysis is suitable only if the resulting Biot num-
ber is sufficiently low, namely Bi < 0.1 (Özışık,
1985). In line with an electrical network anal-
ogy (van der Sman, 2003), such a constraint is
relaxed in TM-0 by accounting for thermal re-
sistances between the meal core and each hori-
zontal surface exposed to cooling air. By reason-
ing on the relative magnitude of such resistances
(Rabi et al., 2012), one may sufficiently con-
sider a conductive resistance for each half-length
I 1/2 between the meal core and each horizontal
edge, being λfood meal thermal conductivity. If
T air,sup(t) and T air,inf (t) are the temperatures
of the cooling air flowing in the vicinity of the
container, Eq. 1 then becomes:

dTnum(t)

dt
= −β [Tnum(t)− Tair(t)] , (2)

Tair(t) =
Tair,inf (t) + Tair,sup(t)

2
(3)

In the previous equation, lumped parameter β is
defined as:

β =
2A/(mfoodcfood)

1/hc + I1/2/λfood
(4)

while T air(t) is the temperature-time profile av-
eraged from those recorded for the cooling air
flowing below and above the container, as indi-
cated in Eq. 3. One may interpret T air(t) as
a representative temperature-time profile of the

cooling air around the container. Solution of Eq.
3 requires an initial condition, namely:

Tnum(0) = Tinit (5)

where T init is obtained from the temperatures
recorded at operation’s start-up.

4 Thermophysical Parameters
and Numerical Solution Method

In TM-0, meals are assumed to have uni-
form specific heat capacity cfood, thermal
conductivity λfood and density ρfood, which
are assessed from meat and sauce values via
a weighted-average procedure (Sepúlveda &
Barbosa-Cánovas, 2003). As discussed in Rabi
et al. (2012), thermophysical properties directly
or indirectly invoked in TM-0 were either taken
from the literature (CEN, 1993; Zhang, Lyng,
Brunton, Morgan, & McKenna, 2004; Amos,
Willix, Chadderton, & North, 2008; Marcotte,
Taherian, & Karimi, 2008), estimated in situ or
measured by means of CT-Metre (CSTB Greno-
ble). Table 1 shows thermophysical parameters
for the numerical solution of governing equations.
They were assumed to represent the catering
meals studied and to remain constant during the
blast-cooling operation.
For each container with meat, sauce and air tem-
perature recordings, meal profile T rec(t) was as-
sessed in line with Rabi et al. (2012). The numer-
ical profile Tnum(t) was evaluated in response to
profile T air(t) by means of Eq. 3 together with a
best-fitting coefficient hc. By recalling that pro-
files are discrete, such an hc value is the one that
minimises squared differences between Tnum(t)
and T rec(t) according to:

∆T 2
av =

1

tfinal

tfinal∑
t=0

[Trec(t)− Tnum(t)]
2

(6)

where tfinal is blast-cooling final instant (shut-
down), which varied from one operation to
another. As temperatures were recorded for
every minute, time t behaves like a dimension-
less counter in Eq. 6, being tfinal the final
index. Consequently, ∆T 2

av has the same units

as [Trec(t)− Tnum(t)]
2
.

As stated, temperature-time profiles were
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Table 1: Thermophysical parameters for the numerical solution method

Parameter SI units Value

Horizontal area for heat transfer m2 A = 0.17225
Meat fractions in meals dimensionless mass basis = 0.640 , volume basis = 0.645
Densities kg m−3 ρmeat = 1007.1 , ρsauce = 1027.7 , ρfood = 1014.4
Meal half-height in container m I 1/2 = 0.015
Meal mass in container kg msauce = ρfood (2I 1/2) A = 5.242
Specific heat capacities J kg−1 K−1 Cmeat = 3030.0 , Csauce = 4461.9 , Cfood = 3545.5
Thermal conductivities W m−1 K−1 λmeat = 0.400 , λsauce = 0.648 , λfood = 0.488

recorded with the least possible interference in
the usual (and non-academic) modus operandi
of the hospital kitchen. In principle, inherent
variability could prevent one from arriving
at a representative coefficient hc to evaluate
convective heat transfers regardless of container
location in the trolley. By assessing the best-
fitting hc for a large number of meal samples,
this work aimed at determining the variation
range of coefficient hc for the blast-cooling
operation taken as the case study.
Only for the particular case where air temper-
ature T air is constant, one is able to deduce
an analytical solution of Eq. 3 subjected to
Eq. 5. This is not the case of the blast-cooling
operation studied so that Eq. 3 was numerically
solved. Specifically, the 4th order Runge-Kutta
method (Kreyszig & Norminton, 1993) was
implemented using MS Excel®. In the same
spreadsheet, the “Solver” optimization tool
was used so as to determine the best-fitting
coefficient hc minimising ∆T 2

av in Eq. 6. Cell
assessing ∆T 2

av was defined as the target to be
minimised while the cell containing hc value
was defined as the sole adjustable one. The
non-negative values option was checked while
the linear model was left unchecked.

5 Results and Discussion

Temperatures were recorded for containers that
food operators randomly placed at various po-
sitions in the trolley. From the whole set of
measurements, 119 containers had meal temper-
atures recorded along with the temperature of

the cooling air flowing nearby, thus enabling the
determination of 119 best-fitting coefficients hc.
Using the pictorial sketch of Fig. 2 along with
the number N laid of containers in the trolley,
Fig. 4 shows the arrangements noted in techni-
cal visits over one year. Containers with numbers
are those with temperature recorders so that the
best-fitting hc could be determined. Those num-
bers are those hc values in SI units. Although
the arrangement could not be fully registered in
the first 3 technical visits, it was possible to iden-
tify the position of containers whose best-fitting
hc could be determined. The number N laid of
containers was not the same from one operation
to another because it varied in proportion to the
amount of meals cooked but N laid remained be-
low 50% of the trolley’s total capacity in all vis-
its. Apart from the unique arrangement of a full
load (unlikely attainable in view of the custom-
ary quantity of meals cooked), there are distinct
ways to lay containers in the trolley, which was
indeed the case as shown in Fig. 4.
Besides time dependence already accounted in
TM-0, the number N laid of containers as well
as their arrangements in the trolley are expected
to affect the cooling performance (Barbin & Ju-
nior, 2011). With respect to air temperatures,
Fig. 5 shows profiles T air(t) concerning the low-
est and highest loads, namely (a) N laid = 12.0
containers (4th technical visit) and (b) N laid =
18.5 containers (6th technical visit). Profiles fol-
low a similar trend with cooling air temperatures
reaching values as low as -25◦C. Local peaks in
profiles correspond to eventual openings of the
cell door by food operators for inspection pur-
poses.
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Not able to register
arrangements in:

Technical visit #1:
N laid = 14.0

Technical visit #2:
N laid not noted

Technical visit #3:
N laid not noted

Technical visit #4: Technical visit #5: Technical visit #6: Technical visit #7:
N laid = 12.0 N laid = 17.0 N laid = 18.5 N laid = 16.5

Technical visit #8: Technical visit #9: Technical visit #10: Technical visit #11: Technical visit #12:
N laid = 15.5 N laid = 14.0 N laid = 13.5 N laid = 15.0 N laid = 16.0

Technical visit #13: Technical visit #14: Technical visit #15: Technical visit #16: Technical visit #17:
N laid = 15.5 N laid = 15.0 N laid = 15.0 N laid = 14.0 N laid = 16.0

Figure 4: Arrangement and number N laid of containers in the trolley as observed in technical visits to
the hospital. Numbers in the container positions are the corresponding best-fitting convective coefficient
hc in SI units
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a)

b)

Figure 5: Air temperature-time profiles Tair(t) con-
cerning (a) the lowest and (b) the highest load ob-
served over the investigation period

As each best-fitting coefficient hc can only ensure
that differences between recorded and numerical
temperature-time profiles are minimal, it is im-
portant to check how close Tnum(t) is to T rec(t).
Figure 6 compares those profiles for the worst
and best objective function values, namely (a)
∆T 2

av = 5.85◦C2 (container L-16 front, 3rd tech-
nical visit) and (b) ∆T 2

av = 0.03◦C2 (container
L-16 back, 16th technical visit). For complete-
ness, corresponding air temperature-time profiles
T air(t) are also shown in Fig. 6.
As commented, coefficient hc was expected to
differ from one meal to another as inherent un-
certainty and/or variability was transferred to it
via model equations. Expressed as the number of
counts and obtained via the MS Excel® built-in
function “Frequency”, Fig. 7 presents the dis-
tribution of all 119 best-fitting coefficients hc.

a)

b)

Figure 6: Recorded and numerical meal
temperature-time profiles, T rec(t) and Tnum(t),
related to (a) the worst (∆T 2

av5.85◦C2) and (b)
the best (∆T 2

av0.03◦C2) objective function values,
together with the corresponding cooling air profile
Tair(t)

The average value and standard deviation results
were hc = 12.0 ± 4.1 W m−2 K−1.
Table 2 shows minimum, maximum and aver-
age best-fitting hc (together with standard devia-
tions) as grouped by meal type or by the number
N laid of containers in the trolley. With respect
to meal type, minimum values (linked to worst
cooling scenarios) are similar, hc ≈ 6.0 W m−2

K−1, while the standard deviation is greater for
“bœuf bourguignon”.
With regard to the number N laid of containers,
minimum hc values seem unrelated while average
hc values do not seem to follow a specific trend, as
shown in Fig. 8. Best-fitting coefficients hc can
indeed be dissimilar for the same N laid thus ren-
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Figure 7: Distribution of all 119 best-fitting convective coefficients hc (obtained with the help of MS
Excel® built-in function ”Frequency”)

dering relatively higher standard deviations, as
one may verify for N laid = 18.5 containers. Fig-
ure 9 attempts to correlate best-fitting hc values
with the position in the trolley but no clear-cut
trend can be observed.
As far as comparison with hc values from empiri-
cal correlations is concerned, a first issue refers to
whether or not a classical geometry prevails, e.g.
internal flow through a rectangular duct or exter-
nal flow over a flat plate. It may even resemble
a combination of these two and, as suggested in
Fig. 10(a), air currents are likely to follow curved
split pathways. In addition, the variability in
container arrangements (Fig. 4) may complicate
the evaluation of necessary parameters such as
cross-sectional area, wetted perimeter and refer-
ence length. For trial calculations, let the Dittus-
Boelter correlation be invoked, while recalling
that air is heated by containers (Özışık, 1985):

NuD = 0.023 Re0.8D Pr0.4, (7)

where NuD =
hcDh

λair
, ReD =

vfluidDh

υair
and

vfluid is reference flow velocity, whereas air pa-
rameters are thermal conductivity λair, kine-
matic viscosity υair and Prandtl number Pr.

Nusselt number NuD and Reynolds number ReD
are both based on the hydraulic diameter Dh.
Anemometers at the wall side of the trolley
recorded air velocities around vfluid ≈ 2.0 m.s−1.
Figure 10(b) shows a typical arrangement with
two neighbouring containers leading to Dh =
0.263 m. Based on air properties at -23◦C (=250
K), for instance, Nusselt number NuD and coef-
ficient hc then become:

NuD = (0.023)(55427)0.08(0.719)0.4 = 125.72

⇒ hc =
(0.0224)(125.72)

(0.263
= 10.7 W.m−2.K−1

(8)

the later being comparable to the average hc

value already reported.
For the blast-cooling operation studied in this
work, applicability of lumped-parameter analysis
(i.e. zero-order modelling with respect to spa-
tial coordinates) depends on whether the Biot
number Bi results are sufficiently small (Özışık,
1985), as stated in section 3. By relying on values
in Table 1, the following convective coefficient hc
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Figure 8: Best-fitting coefficients hc as a function of the number N laid of containers in the trolley (white
dots refer to the corresponding average value regardless of the meal type)

Figure 9: Best-fitting coefficients hc for each position in the trolley: grey dots refer to positions where
only one meal temperature-time profile was available while black dots refer to positions with more than
one profile
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a)

b)

Figure 10: (a) Warmer air is aspired by 4 fans verti-
cally lined up in one side of the cell while cooling air
is blown back to the cell interior through two vertical
openings, one at each side of the fans’ line. (b) Typi-
cal arrangement with two neighbouring containers in
a given side of the supporting trolley

should hold for Bi = 0.1:

Bi =
hcI1/2

λfood
⇒ hc =

(0.01)(0.488)

(0.015

= 3.33 W.m−2.K−1
(9)

which is slightly lower than the smallest best-
fitting hc (worst cooling scenario).
Before jumping to the conclusion that high-order
modelling with respect to spatial coordinates is
strictly necessary, it is worth highlighting that
the regular (and non-academic) blast-cooling op-
eration was disturbed as little as possible. Ac-
cordingly, a balance between accuracy and pro-
cess variability was attempted with reference
to representative thermophysical properties and
recorded profiles.
Still, as TM-0 accounts for meal thermal resis-
tance, numerical meal temperature profiles fit
well to experimental counterparts, as previously

suggested in Fig. 6. In order to verify how
Tnum(t) closely follows T rec(t) for all 119 meal
samples studied, R2 values were assessed through
the MS Excel® built-in function “RSQ” by as-
suming a linear regression based on those two
profiles. Encouraging results are shown in Fig.
11 for all 119 best-fitting coefficients hc.
Though distinct convective coefficients for bot-
tom and top surfaces (hc,inf 6= hc,sup) could
bring an extra degree of freedom, the best-fitting
procedure based on Eq. (6) would become more
complex and beyond the scope of this work. Pro-
cess modelling should rely on governing equa-
tions, correlations and parameters with complex-
ity balancing between the following issues:

• Variability of parameters that characterize
either food products (e.g. composition, ho-
mogeneity and amount in containers) or pro-
cess (e.g. equipment operation, prevailing
ambient conditions and arrangement inside
the equipment);

• Accuracy of input data (e.g. process param-
eters) and desired outputs (e.g. food safety
and/or performance objectives, process op-
timization and/or re-engineering).

As claimed in de Souza-Santos (2004), sophisti-
cation is not a guarantee for model quality and
it should go only to the point where key vari-
ables can be compared with available experimen-
tal data. Moreover, complex models are prone to
require information that cannot be straightfor-
wardly measured in a non-academic environment
like the hospital kitchen investigated. It is worth
recalling that the Quant’HACCP Project seeks
unsophisticated approaches that may render gen-
eral recommendations to operators, whilst being
easily adaptable to similar case studies. Bear-
ing in mind that catering chains may follow dis-
tinct processes, care should be exercised so as to
prevent over-complicating or over-simplifying a
model for use. Such is a critical task as relatively
simple models may satisfactorily work for predic-
tive microbiology purposes (Buchanan, Whiting,
& Damert, 1997).
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Table 2: Maximum, minimum and average best-fitting coefficients hc (together with standard deviations)

Best-fitting coefficient Number of Minimum hc Maximum hc Average hc Standard
hc as grouped by: profiles (W m−2 K−1) (W m−2 K−1) (W m−2 K−1) deviation

M
ea

l
ty

p
e

Goulash 62 6.1 22.1 12.5 3.7
Bœuf bourguignon 53 5.6 32.7 11.7 4.5
Bœuf mironton 4 6.2 11.1 8.8 2.1

N
u

m
b

er
a

o
f

fo
o
d

co
n
ta

in
er

s

N laid = 12.0 7 11.0 18.9 16.5 2.9
N laid = 13.5 8 8.5 12.9 10.5 1.6
N laid = 14.0 19 6.9 17.0 11.7 2.8
N laid = 15.0 18 7.9 22.1 13.2 3.9
N laid = 15.5 16 7.6 15.7 11.0 2.5
N laid = 16.0 16 7.9 18.2 12.3 3.1
N laid = 16.5 8 6.1 11.2 9.1 1.7
N laid = 17.0 8 8.4 21.2 12.9 4.7
N laid = 18.5 8 6.0 26.0 10.6 6.4

All beef-in-sauce meals 119 5.6 32.7 12.0 4.1

a The number N laid of food containers in the trolley could not be observed in one blast-cooling operation for
“bœuf bourguignon” and in one blast-cooling operation for “bœuf mironton”, as indicated in Fig. 4

Figure 11: R2 values from the linear regression of numerical profiles Tnum(t) against the counterpart
recorded T rec(t) for all best-fitting coefficients hc as calculated via MS Excel® built-in function ”RSQ”.
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6 Conclusions

It is believed that inherent variability and uncer-
tainties were transferred to the coefficient hc so
that the distribution of related best-fitting val-
ues may have been affected by non-uniformities
attributable (but not restricted) to meal compo-
sition, meal quantity inside containers, position
of temperature recorders with respect to meal
core, number of containers placed in the support-
ing trolley, and their layout therein. In view of
non-academic environments (as in the hospital
kitchen studied), zero-order thermal model with
respect to spatial dependence (TM-0) proved
to be a suitable approach. Despite the corre-
sponding Biot number being slightly above 0.1,
recorded and numerical meal temperature-time
profiles correlated very well for several best-
fitting coefficients hc. TM-0 was implemented
in MS Excel®, enabling its built-in Solver tool
to be successfully combined with the 4th order
Runge-Kutta method. As this work belongs to
a research project which aims at general recom-
mendations for operators during food thermal
processing, use of widespread software like MS
Excel® is definitely of interest.
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